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Landesman-Lazer conditions for strongly nonlinear 
boundary value problems 
Lucio BOCCARDO, PAVEL DRABEK, MILAN KUCERA 
Dedicated to the memory of Svatopluk Fufcfk 
Abstract. The solvability of the equations of the type 
div(|Vur»-2Vu) + Ai|u|p-2u + / (* ,u) = g 
with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions is proved for right-hand sides satisfying 
Landesman-Lazer type conditions. Here Ai is the smallest eigenvalue of the corresponding 
boundary value problem for the equation 
d ivf lVul^Vu) + Xi |u |p- 2u = 0, 
p > 1, the growth of / is not greater then \u\p~l. Further, the solvability of the boundary 
value problem for the equation 
divflVup-2Vu) + Ai|uj"~2u - |u|«"2u + / (* ,u) = g 
for any right-hand side is proved under the assumption q > p. In both cases, a general-
ization to the equation with (p — l)-quasihomogeneous term with the second derivative is 
given. 
Keywords: Solvability of strongly nonlinear boundary value problems, p-Laplacian, Lande-
sman-Lazer condition, degree of the mapping 
Classification: 35J65, 35J25, 35D05 
Introduction 
We shall consider the equation 
(0.1) div(|Vu(x)r2Vu(x)) + AxKaOrM*) + /(*,*(*)) « 
g(x) in Q, 
with the boundary condition 
(0.2) |Vu|'-2Vu • n = 0 on aa 
or 
(0.3) u = o on an, 
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where H is a bounded domain in Rn with a smooth boundary dQ., Vu = grad u, p> 
l , / : f l x R - • R is a Caratheodory's function, Ai is the smallest eigenvalue of the 
problem 
(0.4) div(|Vu|"~2Vu) + A|u|"-2u = 0 
with the boundary conditions (0.2) or (0.3), respectively, n is the outer normal. 
Under certain general assumptions laid on / (see (1.1), (1.2) and (2.1) or (2.5)) we 
shall show that our problem is solvable for right-hand sides g € LP>(Q) satisfying 
conditions of the Landesman-Lazer type (see Theorems 2.1, 2.3, 2.5). We give also 
a generalization to the case when the main term is only asymptotically close to 
f(x u) 
div(|Vu|-,~2Vu) (see Theorem 2.2, 2.4, 2.6). The term Ai + JK. l2 can meet the 
eigenvalue Ai. That means we can speak about the problem at resonance. Note that 
also unbounded nonlinearities / satisfy our assumptions (see Remark 2.1). These 
results represent a modification of those received in a semilinear case (p = 2) by 
Landesman, Lazer [7], Ahmad [2], Drabek [5] and others. They are also related to 
our previous paper [4] where the corresponding nonresonance case was considered. 
Moreover, we shall consider the equations of the type 
(0.5) . div(|Vu(a;)||,""2Vu(x)) + A1|u(a:)|
p"-2u(x)-|u(ar)|«-2u(x)+ 
+ f(x,u(x)) = g(x) 
with q > p and / having the growth not stronger then the (p — l)-th power. The 
existence of a solution for any right-hand side will be proved (see Theorems 2.7, 
2.8). 
Note that the solutions of our problems are considered in the weak sense. The reg-
ularity of solutions of the equation of type considered is discussed e.g. in Tolksdorf 
The equations with the principal part div(|Vu|* 2Vu) arrise in the theory of 
quasiregular and quasiconformal mappings or in physics (see e.g. [9], [10], [11]). 
1. Notation, general remarks 
Throughout the whole paper, we suppose that 0 is a bounded domain in Rn with 
its boundary dQ, of the class C2,Q (with some a 6 (0,1)) and that 1 < p < +oo. 
We denote X = W*(n) or X = 4^(0) if the problem (0.1), (0.2) or (0.1), (0.3) 
o 
is considered, respectively. W*(Q) and WJ(H) is the usual Sobolev space and its 
subspace of functions having zero traces on dO, with the norm 
where \\u\\hp = (JQ \Vu\
p dx)l/p, \\u\\p = (fQ \u\
p dx)llp. In the case of the equation 
(0.5), the space X = Wj(ft) n L9(U) or X = W^(fi) n Lg(Q) with the norm 
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IMI = (IMIJ* + IMIJ)1/p w i U *>e considered. Further, we denote by K*, || • ||» and 
(•, •) the dual space to K, the norm in X* and the pairing between X and X*. The 
symbols BR(0) and degfT, BR(0) , 0] are used for the ball in X with the radius R 
centered at the origin and for the Leray-Schauder degree of the mapping T : X —• X 
at 0 with respect to BR(0). (For the basic properties of this degree see e.g. [6]). 
The strong and the weak convergence will be denoted by —• and —-, respectively. 
It will be always supposed that / : J l x R — > R i s a function satisfying the 
Caratheodory condition 
/(x, •) is continuous on R for a.a. a: € ft, 
/(•, s) is measurable for all a € R 
and the growth condition 
(1.2) |/(x, 5)| < m(x) + c\s\*~l with some m € Lp<(Q), c > 0, 
where p'"1 + jT*1 = 1. 
Let us introduce the operators J,5,F : X —> X* and an element g* G X* 
associated with a given g € LP>(Q) by 
(1.3) (J(u),v) = / |Vtt|^2VttVt;dx 
Ju 
(1.4) (5(tt),v)= [ \u\p~2uvdx 
Jtt 
(1.5) (F(u),v)= [ f(x,u(*M*)d* 
Jtt 
(1.6) ( < ? » = [ g(x)v(x)dx 
Jtt 
for all ti, v E X. Further, denote J<* = J + dS for any d € R. 
A function tt € X is said to be a weak solution of (0.1), (0.2) or (0.1), (0.3) if 
X = W}(Q) or X = H^(ft), respectively, and 
(1.7) J(«)-AiS(tt)-F(tt) + / = 0 . l 
Remark 1.1. The operators J, 5 are (p — l)~homogeneous, i.e. J(tu) = f - 1J(tt) 
for any t > 0, tt 6 X (and analogously for 5). The operators 5, F are compact with 
respect to the compact imbedding Wp
l(Q) C LP(Q). Further, J& for any d > 0 is 
a homeomorphism of X onto X*. Let us prove it. It follows from (1.3), (1.4) and 
Holder inequality that 
(1.8) (Jd(tt), tt) > C||tif for all « e K(with some C > 0), 
(i.9) (Jrf(tt) - jd(v),u - v > (Httiif,;
1 - ||v||ft;
1)(||tt||1|P - Hi*)+ 
+ < M i r 1 - M^XIMI, - HI,) > ° for all tt,u € X,tt ^ V. 
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Hence, J<t is monotone and coercive and it follows from the theory of monotone 
operators that Jj maps X onto X* (see e.g. [8]). The last inequality ensures also 
the existence of J J1. Suppose that J J1 is not continuous, i.e. there are un,uo € X 
such that Jrf(un) —> J«*(uo), ||«n — t*o|| > £ > 0. Then {un} is bounded by (1.8) and 
we can suppose un —
j- u in X for some u € X. Hence, 
(Ji(un) - Jd(u),un - u) = 
= (Jd(un) - ii(tto), un - u) + (Jg(tio) ~ J<f(u), un - u) -• 0. 
It follows from (1.9) that ||un|| —> ||u|| and therefore un —> u. FWther, Jd(un) —> 
Jrf(u) = J<i(uo). That means u = uo which contradicts the assumption. 
Remark 1.2. There exists the smallest eigenvalue Ai of the problem 
(1.10) J(u) - AS(u) = 0, 
i.e. the smallest real A such that (1.10) has a nontrivial solution. This eigenvalue 
is isolated and simple (i.e. there is <p € X such that (1.10) with A =• Ai holds if 
and only if u = t£y>,£ 6 R). Moreover, <p € C1,fi(Q) with p € (0,1) and <p does 
not change its sign in 0, i.e. we can suppose <p > 0 on H. It follows that X\ is 
simultaneously the smallest eigenvalue of (0.4), (0.2) or (0.4), (0.3) if W*(Q) or 
o 
X = Wj(H), respectively. Rirther, 
A m5n(-
f(«),«) 
and this minimum is attained only in the points £</?, ( € R, ( -̂  0. Particularly, 
(J(u),u)~A!(S(u),u)>0 forallu€K , 
and the equality holds only for u = (<p> ( € R. All these assertions for the case of 
the boundary conditions (0.3) can by found in [3]. It is easy to see that they are 
true also for the boundary conditions (0.2) because then clearly Ai = 0, <p H 1. Let 
us show that \\ is isolated in this case. This is, perhaps, the only property which 
is not clear at the first sight in the case considered. Suppose by contradiction that 
there are eigenvalues An of (1.10) with the corresponding normed eigenfunctions 
ttniAn -^ 0,An —•> 0. We can suppose un —- u in X. Then (1.10) (which can be 
written as Jrf(un) — (A„ -f d)S(un) — 0), the compactness of $ and the fact that Jd 
is a homeomorphism (see Remark 1.1) yield un ~* u, J(u) = 0. That means either 
u s <p or u s —<p%<p = -• Simultaneously, it should be 
0 - (/(«•), v>) ~ An(5(un),v.) = -An / |unr
2undx 
because (J(w)%<p) = 0 for y> = 1 and any tu £ X. This is the contradiction. 
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2. Main results 
A.Landesman-Lazer conditions: nonlmearities of a "decreasing type" 
Let us denote 
/_ooW= Hm inf/(x,3),/+°°(x)= lim sup/(x,«) 
•)_*._oo *—*-t-oo 
and assume that 
( there exist r > 0 and functions a_oo»^
+0° € Lp/(Q) such that 
/(x, s) > h^oo(x) for s < - r , a.a. x € 0, 
/(x, s) < h+°°(x) for s > r, a.a. x € ft. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose (1.1), (1.2) and (tl). Then the problem (0.1), (0.2) and 
(0.1), (O.S) has at least one weak solution for any g € Lpt(£l) satisfying the condition 
(2.2) / f+°°(x)<p(x) dx < / g(x)<p(x) dx < f /-oo(*Mx) dx 
In Ja Ju 
where (p is the positive eigenfunction corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the 
problem (0.4), (0.2) and (0.4), (O.S), respectively. 
Definition 2.1. Let AQ : X —• X* be an a-homogeneous operator, i.e. Ao(tu) = 
taAo(u) for any t > 0, u € X. Then A : X —* X* is said to be a-quasih«m«geneeus 
with respect to Ao if 
tn - 0,tn > t ,u n -> u ,< n A (^ ) - f* in K* =» f* = At(tt). 
Further, we shall replace J by an operator A which is (p — l)-quasihomogene«us 
with respect to J, i.e. we shall consider the equation 
(2.3) A(u) - XtS(u) - F(u) + g* = 0. 
Of course, we could also replace S by an operator which is only asymptotically 
homogeneous in some sense, but this nonhomogeneity can be contained in F. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose (1.1), (1.2) and (2.1). LetA\X-*X* be an odd mapping 
which is (p — l)-quasihomogeneous with respect to J, such that Ad — -4 + dS is a 
homeomorphism for any d > 0 and (A(n), u) > (J(«),ti) for all u € X. Then (2.S) 
has at least one solution for any g* € X* defined by (1*6) with g € Lp>(Sl) satisfying 
(&.»). 
Example 2.1. Consider the boundary value problem 
div[(a(x) + |Vtt(x)r»-2)Vtt(x)] + /(x, ti(x)) = g(x) "* a> 
(a + |Vw|''-2)Vtt.n=0 on an, 
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where a is a smooth function on 10, 0 < a(x) < C. The weak solution of this 
problem is a solution of (2.3) with A defined by 
(")• (A(u), v) = / (a +1Vu|'-
2)VuVt; dx for all u, t; € X = W* 
It is easy to see that for p > 2, the operator A is (p — l)-quasihomogeneous with 
respect to J. Further, Ad is a homeomorphism of X onto K*. This can be proved 
by the same considerations as in Remark 1.1 observing that (A(u) — A(v),u — 
v) > (J(u) - J(v),u - v). Hence, if / fulfils (1.1), (1.2) and (2.1) then there 
is a weak solution for any g € LP>(Q) satisfying (2.2) with <p = 1 (see Remark 
1.2). Analogously we can consider the boundary conditions (0.3). (In that case 
X = Wp(Q)y(p is not constant and Ai > 0, that means the term Ai|u|
p~2u must be 
added.) 
Remark 2.1. Note that we can deal also with nonlinearities / for which /+0O(x) = 
—oo or f-oo(x) = +00. Consider, for instance, the equation 
(2.4) div(|VuP"2Vu) + A 1 | u p -
2 u - | u | ^ 2 u = ^ in Q 
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions (0.3), 1 < q < p. Then f(x,u) = - |u | '~2u 
fulfils (1.1), (1.2) and (2.1). Moreover, f+°°(x) = -oo , / - « , = +oo. Hence, the 
problem (2.4), (0.3) has at least one weak solution for any g G LP>(£1). If the 
nonlinearity in (0.1) has the form 
*< x f-|t-|?~2u fora ,€O,u>0 , 
f(x.u) = < y ' I 0 fora?eft ,u<0, 
1 < q < P» then (0.1), (0.3) has at least one weak solution for any g € Lp>(Q) 
satisfying 
/ tffaM*) dx < 0. 
Jn 
B. Landesman-Lazer conditions: nonlinearities of an "increasing type" 
for Neumann boundary conditions 
Further, denote 
r ° ° W = -in- sup/(a,,$),/+00(a;) = lim inf/(ar,.s) 
g—*—(•© •>—*+oo 
and suppose that 
( there exist r > 0 and functions h~"°°, /i+O0 € LP>($1) such that f(x,s) < h-°°(x) for s < -r , a.a. a: € ft, 
f(x,«) > h+©©(a?) for s > r, a.a. x € 0. 
Moreover, assume that 
(2.6) lim £&4 = 0 for a.a. x € a 
|#|-»oo JSP""1 
Now, we can formulate in a certain sense dual version of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 for the 
case of Neumann boundary conditions. 
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Theorem 2.3. Ltt us suppost (1.1), (1.2) and (2.5), (2.6), p > n. Thtn the 
problem (0.1), (0.2) has at Itast ont wtak solution for any g € Lp*($l) satisfying tht 
condition 
(2.20 / r~(x) dx< I g(x) dx< I f+00(x) dx 
Ja Jn JQ 
Theorem 2.4. Suppost (1.1), (1.2), (2.5), (2.6), p > n,X = W}(Q). Ltt A : 
X - • X* bt an odd mapping which is (p - l)-quasthomogtntous with respect to 
J, such that Ad = A + dS is a komtomorphism for any d > 0 and J4(U), u) > 
(J(u),u),(A(u),<p) = 0 for all u € X. Thtn (2.S) has at Itast ont solution for any 
g* 6 X* defined by (1.6) with g € LP*(Q) satisfying (2.2'). 
Note that <p = 1 in the situation of Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 (see .Remark 1.2). 
Hence, the assumption (Au, <p) = 0 for all u 6 X is fulfilled for A = J from (1.3) as 
well as for A from Example 2.1. Of course, this is not true in the case of Dirichlet 
boundary conditions when (p 9.5 1. Unfortunately, we cannot solve the case (2.2}) 
without the assumption (Au,y?) = 0 and that is why we consider only Neumann 
boundary conditions in Theorems 2.3 - 2.6. 
Let us remark that Theorem 2.3 is a consequence of Theorem 2.4 according to 
Remark 1.1. 
The assumption p > n in Theorems 2.3, 2.4 ensures the compact imbedding 
Wp(Cl) C C(U). In the case 1 < p < n we need some additional assumptions on / . 
Precisely, suppose that 
(2.7) \f(x, s)\ < h(x) for all s € R, x € U with some h € LP>(Q,). 
Theorem 2.5. Suppost (1.1) and (2.7). Thtn tht problem (0.1), (0.2) has at Itast 
ont wtak solution for any g € LP>(Q) satisfying (2.2'). 
Theorem 2.6. Suppost (1.1), (2.7), X = W}(Q). LttA:X-+X*btan odd map-
ping which is (p~-l)-quasihomogtntous with rtsptct to J such that A4 = A+dS is a 
homtomorphism ofX ontoX* for any d>0 and (.<4(u),u) > (J(u),u),(X(u),y) = 
0 for all u G X. Thtn (2.S) has at Itast ont solution for any g* € X* defined by 
(1.6) with g € LP*(Q) satisfying (2.2'). 
Analogously as in the case of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, 2.4, Theorem 2.6 is a 
generalization of Theorem 2.5. 
C.Eouations with a higher order term: solvability for all right-hand sides 
As we have mentioned in Remark 2.1, the equation (2.4) is included in our theory 
provided 1 < q < p (and in fact also if 1 < q < p* - se Remark 2.3 below). In case 
of a general q > p, it is necessary to work in the spaces 
(2.8) K = wp
1(Q)nLq(a) or.K = ^J(ft)nxt(n) 
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if (0.2) or (0.3) is considered, respectively. This is a locally uniformly convex Banach 
space with the norm 
(-•9) ll«ll = (Hull?,, + Hull')1". 
We shall consider equations of the more general type (0.5) for which the term of 
the order q(q > p) plays a substantial role. 
The mappings J, 5, F : X --• X* and an element g* € X* are again well-defined 
by (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), (1.6) (for aU u, v € X from (2.8), g € Lq,(Q), - + i = 1) under 
the assumptions (1.1), (1.2). Moreover, introduce the mappings T, Jr : X —* X* 
by 
(2.10) (T(u),v) = / \u\*~2uvdx for all u,v € X, 
Ja 
JT = J + T. 
The weak solution of (0.5), (0.2) or (0.5), (0.3) is defined as u € X satisfying 
(2.11) J(u) - AiS(ti) + T(u) - F(u) + g*=0. 
Remark 2.2. The mapping J-f is a homeomorphism of X onto X*. This can be 
shown analogously as for J<j in Remark 1.1 but by using the estimates 
(7r(u),u)_ ||u||f,, +||u|| | max(| |<, , | |U | | ;) 
IMI ( I K , + H?)1!' " [---"(IM?,. IMIS)]1" ~* 
(for |M|-»+oo), 
Or(«) - JT(v),u- V) > (Hullf;
1 - H ^ X B - l l i , " IMI.,P)+ 
+(ll«ll!-1 - IMIJ-'Xyt-llt - HI,) > 0 for all u,v eX,u?v 
instead of (1.8), (1.9). Note that the mappings S,F are compact again under the 
assumptions (1.1), (1.2), but T is not compact for q so large that W*(Q) is not 
compactly imbedded into Lq(Q). 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose (1.1), (1.2), q> p. Then each of the problems (0.5), (0.2) 
and (0.5), (0.3) has at least one weak solution for any g € Lq*(Q). 
r\irther, we shaU replace the terms div(|Vu|l'"~2Vu) and |u|*"~2u by a quasihomo-
geneous operator and by function / , : il x R -4 R satisfying (1.1) and 
(1.2,) fq(x, s) < mq(x) + Cl-sl*"
1 with some mq € -V(ft), C>09 
(2.12) fq(x, s)>s> CQ\s\
9 with some Co > 0. 
More precisely, introduce the operator B : X —• X* by 
(2.13) (S(u),v)= / fq(x1u(x))v(x)dx fo ral lu, t ; € X 
Jn 
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and consider the equation 
(2.14) A(u) - A ^ u ) + B(u) - F(u) + g* = 0 
Theorem 2.8. Suppose (1.1), (1.2), q > p, (2.12), (1.2q). Let A : X -> X* 
be (p — l)-quasihomogeneous with respect to J and such that As = A + B is a 
homeomorphism of X onto X* and (A(u), u) > (J(u), u) for all u € X. Then 
(2.14) has at least one solution for any g* defined by (1.6) with g 6 Lqf(Q). 
Note that Theorem 2.7 is a special case of Theorem 2.8 according to Remark 2.2. 
Example 2.2. Consider the boundary value problem 
div[(a(a,) + \Vu(x)\'~2)Vu(x)) + X1\u(x)\"'
2u(xy 
- (b(x) + \u(x)\'~2)u(x) + / (* , u(x)) = g(x) on Q 
with the boundary conditions (0.3), where a, b are smooth functions on (2,0 < 
a(x) < C,0 < b(x) < C,q > p, / satisfies (1.1), (1.2). The weak solution of this 
problem is a solution of (2.14) with A, B defined by 
(A(u),v)= f(a + \Vu\'-2)VuVvdx for ail u,v € X, 
In 
(B(u),t;)= f(b + \u\*~2)uvdx for all u,v € X, 
In 
o 
X = VT^H) n Lq(U). Suppose that p > 2. Then it is easy to see that A is 
(p — l)-quasihomogeneous with respect to J. FVirther, 
(AB(u) - AB(v),u - v) > (Jr(t-) - Jr(t>).t* - v) 
and therefore we can show by considerations analogous to those from Remark 1.1 
that AB is a homeomorphism of X onto X* (cf. Example 1.1, Remark 2.2). Hence, 
our problem has for any g € J-Y(O) at least one weak solution by Theorem 2.8. 
Analogous considerations can be made for the boundary conditions from Example 
2.1. (Then \% = 0,K = Wj(O) n Lq(Q).) 
Remark 2.3. Let us note that the assumption (1.2) could be replaced by a slightly 
weaker growth restriction 
./(..-HSmW + CM-1 
with an arbitrary fixed a < p*>m 6 La'(Q), where — = . The space W*(Q) 
p* p n F 
is compactly imbedded into La(£l) for such a and the proofs of our results can be 
easily modified using this fact. 
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3. Proof of main results 
PROOF of Theorem 2.2: Let us choose a fixed d > 0 and define the mapping 
.ff : ( 0 , l ) x X - > X b y 
H(T,U)~U-.^((AI + rd)S(u) + T(F(U) -g*)). 
The equation JEf(l,u) = 0 is equivalent to (2.3). Suppose that 
(3.1) H(T,U) ? 0 for all T € (0, l),u € K, ||u|| = R 
with some R > 0. The mapping AJl((Xi + rd)S + T(F - g*)) is compact (see 
Remark 1.1). The operator H(0, u) = u- AJ1(XiS(u)) is odd. Hence, 
deg[.ff(0,.),BK(0),0]9-0 
by the Borsuk theorem. Further, (3.1) ensures 
deg[ff(l, ),BR(0),0] = deg[ff(0, ),BR(0),0] -i 0 
by the homotopy invariance property of the degree. It follows that there exists a 
solution u € BR(Q) of lf(l,tt) = 0, i.e. of (2.3). (For the properties of the degree 
see e.g. [6].) Hence, it is sufficient to show that (3.1) holds for R > 0 large enough. 
Suppose by contradiction that there exist Tn 6 (0,1),un € X(n = 1,2,...) such 
that ||um|| —• +oo and H(Tn,un) = 0, i.e. 
(3.2) A(un) - XtS(un) + (1 - Tn)dS(ttn) - Tn(F(un) - g*) = 0. 
We can suppose that Tn —• r € (0,1), vn = ;.
 n.j —- v in K, vn —• v in LP(U) 
\\un\\ 
(according to the compactness of the imbedding X C LP(Q)) and vn(x) —• v(x) a.e. 
on ft. Dividing (3.2) by ||tin||
p""1 we receive 
(3.3) HUnlp-MK) - XiS(vn) + (1 - Tn)dS(t>n) - TnllUnlp-^FfUn) - 9*) = 0. 
It follows from (1.2) that the sequence {Httnll1""*/(•,!*«(•))} *8 bounded in ly(ft), 
i.e. we can suppose that 
(3.4) | | u B | |
1 -V( - ,«n ( ) ) - /mL J ( . ( n ) 
for some / € LP»(Q). The compactness of the imbedding LP'(Q) C X* implies 
(3.5) Hunl l^ ' -FM -* /* in X*,(f*,w) = / fwdx for all u» € X 
Jo 
This together with the compactness of S and the equation (3.3) ensures that 
{Uttnl^-'^ttn)} is convergent, that means 
(3.6) K f - ' ^ J - J W inX* 
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because A is (p — l)-quasihomogeneous with respect to J. Simultaneously Hurtll1""1' 
||Ad(u„)|| > C > 0 according to (1.8) and the assumption (A(u),u) > (J(u),u). 
Therefore 
HtiJI1-" Ad(un)-*Jd(v)f±0 
because of the compactness of S. That means 
(3.7) v ± 0. 
It follows easily from (1.2), (3.4) and the fact vn —* v in LP(Q) that / = 0 a.e. on 
Mo = {x 6 ft; v(x) = 0}. Hence, we can write 
(3.8) /(«) = x(* )K*)rM*) . 
The function x -s uniquely defined a.e. on ft \Mo and we set x s 0 on Mb. .Rirther, 
the conditions (1.2), (2A) yield 
(3.9) X(a:) < 0 a.e. on ft 
(precisely see Remark 3.1 below). Define the mapping 5 : X —• X* by 
(3.10) (5(u),tu)= f x\u\
p~2uwdx forallu,iD€X 
Ju 
Now, (3.3) together with (3.5), (3.6), (3.8), (3.10) imply 
J(v) - \iS(v) + (1 - T)dS(v) - rS(t>) = 0. 
Particularly 
(3.11) (J(v) - A.S(i»).--) = - (1 - r)d(S(v),v) + r(S(v),v). 
The left-hand side is nonnegative and it can equal zero only for v » «f <p (see Remark 
1.2), the right-hand side is nonpositive by (1.4), (3.9), (3.10). Hence, both sides in 
(3.11) must equal zero, that means r = 1, v = £<p with some £ 9.- 0 because of (3.7). 
It follows from (3.2) that 
(A(un) - *!$(*»), tfc) + (1 - rn)d(S(un), vn) « 
- * » / lf(*,Un(x)) ~ 9(*)]vn(x)dx. 
Jft 
The left-hand side is nonnegative (see Remark 1.2 and the assumption (_4(u),ti) > 
(J(u),u)) and therefore 
lim inf / f(x>un)(x))vn(x)dx> / g(x)v(x) dx. n - 0 0 JQ JQ 
Now, it is sufficient to use Lemma 3.1 below and we receive 
J f+°°(x)<p(x) dx> J g(x)<p(x) dx or / /..^(a-M*) dx < J g(x)*(x) dx 
if £ > 0 or £ < 0, respectively, which contradicts the assumption (2.2). • 
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Lemma 3.1. Let (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) be fulfilled and let un € X be such that \\un\\ -> 
4-oo,vn = :. ".. —> £<p both in Lp(il) and a.e. onQ^^ 0. Then 
||t-n|| 
(3.12) Urn inf / /(x,un(x)K(x)dx < / /
+00(x)fr>(x) dx 
n-oo Jw JQ 
or 
(3.13) Urn inf / /(x, un(x))vn(x) dx < f / ^ ( x ^ y?(x) dx 
n-oo Ju JQ 
if ( > 0 or ( < 0, respectively. 
PROOF : Introduce functions vn by 
vn(x) = vn(x) for x € ft,t;n(x) € H£|<*>(x), |(W*)), 
Vn(x) = \Z\<p(x) for x G H,t;n(x) > |(|v?(x), 
v«(x) = -|f|<p(x) for x € ft,t;n(x) < -|f|y?(x). 
Clearly un —> (<p in .Lp(ft) and a.e. on H. It follows from (1.2) and (2.1) (where we 
can suppose /i+°° > 0, /i-oo < 0 without loss of generality ) that 
/ /(x, un(x))(vn(x) - vn(x)) dx < / (m(x) + cr^Mx) - vn(x)| dx+ 
Jtt JMn 
f h+°°(x)(vn(x) - vn(x)) dx+ f -*-oo(*)|t;«(*) - t;n(x)| dx < 
JM+ JM^ 
( (m(x) + cr»-1 + h+°°(x) - >i-oo(s))|t;n(x) - t;n(x)| dx - 0, 
Jn 
where Mn = {x € n;|un(x)| < r},M+ = {x € -l;un(x) > r},M~ = {x € 
Q;un(x) < —r}. Hence, 
lim inf / /(x, un(x))t;n(x) dx < Um sup / /(x, un(x))vn(x) dx. 
n—oo JQ n-oo JQ 
If we knew that 
(3.14) /(x, un(x))vn(x) < h(x) a.e. on Q for some /* € Li(ft) 
then Fatou's lemma would imply that 
lim sup / f(x,un(x))vn(x)dx < / lim a\xpf(x,un(x))vn(x)dx. 
n—oo JQ JQ n—oo 
The assertion would follow because un(x) —• -f oo or un(x) —> —oo for a.a. x € 0 
and therefore the last integral equals the right-hand side in (3.12) or in (3.13) if 
( > 0 or ( < 0, respectively. Hence, it is sufficient to show (3.14). The definition of 
vn and (1.2), (2.1) imply 
/(x, un)(x))t;n(x) < h+<»(x)\Z\<p(x) on M+, 
< -Loo(«)|f |^) on M~, 
< (m(x) + cr'-^KMx) on .Mn 
and (3.14) follows. • 
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Remark 3.1. For the completness, let us show precisely that (3.9) holds. Suppose 
by contradiction that there is M C ft \ Mo such that meas M > 0 , x > 0 o n M . 
We can suppose v > 0 on M. (The case t; < 0 can be treated analogously.) If XM 
is the characteristic function of M then (3.4), (3.8) imply 
(3.15) Urn / ^ ' f f x i i W i f a = / x(*)\v(x)r2v(*)XM(x)dx > 0. 
It follows from (1.2) and (2.1) that 
__*,>w*.^,ga. 
if «»(*) < -IKII the. 1 ^ 1 . - g ^ M . ) - «,))+ 
I /(«.-•»(«)) „(j) < m(x) + C|u.(,)r
1. , . , , , _ fc-«(«) , . 
+|«.||.--«.(«)0(*,S K I M | n ( ) ( ) l IKII'"1 ( 3 
for n large such that ||u->|| > r. Hence, 
with h = -^_Y(/ - + 0 0 - /i-oot; + m) + C € Ii(Q). It follows from Fatou's lemma and 
(2A) that 





(We use the fact that the second term on the left is nonpositive and that un(x) —• 
+oo a.e. on M.) Thus, 
r • / / /(*,*.(*)).. /* m(x) + CM*)P""1 
hm lnf / -——Tr±r-'^^\z)dx ^ km SUP / n—.._.; 
n-oo JQ HUnlll*-
1 n-oo *VQ IK))*-
1 
M*)~V(*).XA# (*)<**. 
But the integral on the right-hand side tends to zero because vn —> v in £p(0) and 
this contradicts (3.15). 
Remark 3.2. Let us observe that the proof of Theorem 2.2. above becomes very 
simple and short for the special case of Theorem 2.1 (i.e. if we replace A by J) and 
a bounded nonlinearity / . Indeed, we get / s 0 and it follows directly from (3.3) 
by using the compactness argument and the properties of J that v» - • v in X and 
that (3.11) holds with 5 = 0. (The last part of the proof remains without changes.) 
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Remark 3.3. Consider the problem (0.1), (0.3) with / bounded (cf. Remark 3.2). 
Let us explain very briefly on this particular situation an other approach which can 
be used for the proof of results of the type of Theorem 2.1. Consider the equation 
(0.1.) div(|Vu,(x)r1Vu€(s)) + A, J ^ Q f f i + /(x,«(.)) = g(x) 
with the boundary conditions (0.3). It follows from the theory of monotone opera-
tors (see e.g. [8]) that for any e > 0 there exists a weak solution of this problem, 
o 
i.e. ut € X » W\(Q) satisfying 
(2.3«) J(ut) - XiSt(ut) - F(ut) + g* = 0, 
where St: X -H• X* is defined by 
i\P~2u 
<*•<«>-> - / „ Ä ^ 
Multiplying (2.3«) by eputi we can derive that ||etie|| is bounded. Hence, we can sup-
pose enu*n —* v in .X" for some t? € X and some sequence {en},en —• 0. Multiplying 
(2.3,) by en~~
l and using the compactness argument, we receive enutn —• v, 
J(v)-\iSi(v) = Q> 
i.e. v is a weak solution of 
div(|V»|'- i ,Vv) + A 1 T i ^ r = 0 
with (0.3). This implies v = 0 because Ai is the smallest eigenvalue. Hence, 
enutH -> 0. If we were able to exclude the case |K n || —> +oo then we would obtain 
utn —> u for some u € X from (2.3#) by using the compactness argument again, and 
u would be a solution of our problem. But if |K n || —> +oo then we can suppose 
Vw - Ji*»~ _v „ for gome v . Dividing (2.3«) by IK-.!!*""
1, we get vn -»t;, 
llM«»ll 
J(v) - AiS(t;) « 0, 
i.e. v = ±<p. This leads to the contradiction with (2.2) similarly as in the last part 
of the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
PROOF of Theorem 2.4.: First, choose d > 0 such that there is no eigenvalue of 
(0.4), (0.2) (i.e. of (1.10)) in the interval (0,d) (see Remark 1.2). Note that Xi = 0 
in the case under consideration. Define the homotopy H : (0,1) x X -H• X by 
F(r,t i) - u - AJ1((2 - T)dS(u) + T(F(U) - *»)). 
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We can follow the proof of Theorem 2.2 until 
(3.2') A(un) - (1 - Tn)dS(un) - Tn(F(un) - g') - 0, 
(3.3') K H ' - M K ) - (1 - T„)dS(vn) - rf.|n..|
1-»(*T(u.) - g') = 0, 
where vn =- ||tATO||
 a un -
i v , r t t - 4 r. It follows again from (1.2) that we can suppose 
IKHl-'/(-,«.»(,))-/ miV(ft). 
But (2.5), (2.6) ensure that / = 0, i.e. x = 0 in the procedure of the proof 
of Theorem 2.2. (Precisely, considerations analogous to those from Remark 3.1 
can be made.) Then using the facts that Ad is a homeomorphism, A is (p — 
l)-quasihomogeneous with respect to J, (1.8) and the assumption (A(u),u) > 
(J (u ) ,u ) , we respect to J, (1.8) and the assumption (A(u),u) > (J (u ) ,u) , we 
derive v ^ 0 and 
J(v) - (1 - r)dS(v) = 0 
by the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. But (1 — r)d is not an eigenvalue 
for r € (0 ,1 ) according to the choice of d. Therefore r - = l , v - = £ t ^ = - . f f o r some 
{ -£ 0 (because y> = 1, see Remark 1.2). Suppose £ > 0 (the case £ < 0 can be 
treated similarly). It follows from (3.2') that 
(3.16) (A(un), 0 - (1 - Tn)d(S(un), 0 = rn / [/(*, un(x)) - g(x))t dx. 
Ja 
Since (A (u„) ,£ ) = 0 by the assumption and d > 0, the left-hand side of (3.16) is 
nonpositive for n large enough. Hence, 
(3.17) lim inf / /(*, un(x)) dx < f g(x)dx. 
n-> oo j f t j n 
With respect to the compact imbedding W*(Q) into C(fl) it is un(x) > r for all 
x € ft if n is large enough. Then (3.17), (2.5) and Fatou's lemma imply 
/ f+<x>(*)dx< I g(x)dx 
Jӣ Ja 
which is the contradiction with (2.2*). • 
PROOF of Theorem 2.6: is a simple modification of that of Theorem 2.4. • 
PROOF of Theorem 2.8: Let us define the mapping H : (0,1) x X -+ X by 
H(T,U) = u - ASV(AiS(u) + F(u) - g*)). 
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, it is sufficient to show that (3.1) holds 
with JR large enough. (Note that H(l, u) = 0 is equivalent to (2.14) and deg[j.f (0, •), 
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BR(Q),0] = deg[J, BR(0) , 0] = 1.) Suppose by contradiction that there exist rn € 
(0,1), un € X(n = 1,2,...) such that ||un|| - • +oo and 
(3.18) A(un) + B(un) - Tn(A!5(Un) + F(un) - g*) = 0. 
Particularly, 
(B(un),un) = ~(A(un) - TnXxS(un)tun) - Tn(F(un) - g\un). 
The first term on the right-hand side is nonpositive by the assumption (A(u), u)> 
(J(u),u) and Remark 1.2. Hence, (1.2) and the imbedding Lq(Q) c L,(Q) imply 
that 
CoKHJ < ||m||p,||un||ff + CKII? + Ikllf • K i l t . 
This yields that 
(3.19) {||u„||f} is bounded. 
Hence, (1.2f) gives 
that means 
(3-20) i S ^ " * 0 mX* 
according to the imbedding Lq>(U) C X*. Analogously we receive (by using (1.2) 
and the imbedding Lq(H) C LP(Q)) 
(3.21) T i ? £ - T - > 0 i n X * ' IKII' 
Kil 
We can suppose rn -• r, vn = Tp~ -- u in A*. Dividing (3.18) by ||un||
1'-'1 and 
using (3.20), (3.21) and the compactness of 5 we see that {:. ..—•} is convergent. 
A( \ 
Hence, ,. \llx ~+ JM by the assumption that A is (p - l)-quasihomogeneous 
with respect to J. The limiting process in (3.18) yields 
(3.22) J(v)-rA!S(t;) = 0. 
FYirther, 
( j ( v ) , v ) = Mm
 {A{"»\p
Un) > Hm { J ^ n ) = Hm jr^®*-- „ x 
V V " > n-oo ||un||' —oo ||un||' H « . R # T K | } 
Hence, v ft 0 and it follows from (3.22) that r = l,v == {y> with £ *4 0. The 
compactness of the imbedding X C --->(n) ensures ||vn||* —• (\\<p\\p and we have 
||un|| —> oo. Simultaneously, 
IKH-IKII^KIU^CIKII. 
which contradicts (3.19). B 
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Remark 3.4. Analogously as in the case of Theorem 2.1, also a different approach 
to the proof of Theorem 2.7 can be used (cf. Remark 3.3). We can consider the 
equation 
div(|v«rJVu) + A, . J " ^ " , , - , - M'-'u + f(x, u) = g 
with (0.2) or (0.3). It follows from the theory of monotone operators that for any 
e > 0 there exists a weak solution. It is possible to show (by using suitable test 
functions again) that enu€n —> 0 and that the assumption ||t-Cn|| -* +oo implies 
„ Cwtl —• ±ipy which leads to the contradiction similarly as in the last part of the 
\\U*n\\ 
proof of Theorem 2.8 above. It follows uen —• u, where u is a solution of our 
problem. This approach does not use the degree theory but the precise proof is 
technically more complicated than the procedure from the proof of Theorem 2.8 
above. . 
Additional remark. When the manuscript of this paper was finished, the au-
thors received a preprint by A.Anane, J .P. Gossez [12] where results similar to our 
Theorem 2.1 are proved by using a variational method. 
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